We discuss dependence of extrasolar planetary systems on host stars' metallicity (abundance of heavy elements) and mass (equivalently, spectral type), through theoretical arguments and comparison with observational data. The theoretical arguments are based on the conventional giant planet formation scenario: core accretion followed by gas accretion onto the core. The large number (> 150) of extrasolar planets so far discovered is large enough for statistical discussion. Based on the most up-to-date theories of core and gas accretion, planet-disk interaction, and the observed distribution of disk mass, we simulate mass and semimajor axis distributions for systems around host stars with a range of metallicity and mass. Assuming that the fraction of heavy elements contained in host stars is identical to that in protoplanetary disks in which planets are formed, we evaluate the metallicity dependence of fraction of stars harboring planets that are detectable with current radial velocity survey. The detection probability around metal-rich stars would be greatly enhanced because protoplanetary cores formed in them can grow to ∼ 10 Earth masses, which are required for the cores to initiate rapid gas accretion and to transform into giant planets, prior to their depletion. The theoretically predicted metallicity dependence is consistent with the observation. We also extrapolate predictions to planetary systems around different mass stars. We show that around small-mass stars (M dwarf stars), close-in Neptune-mass ice-giant planets may be relatively common, while close-in Jupiter-mass gas-giant planets are relatively rare. The mass distribution of close-in planets generally has two peaks at about Neptune mass and Jupiter mass. The lower-mass peak takes the maximum frequency for M dwarfs. Around more massive solar-type stars (F, G, K dwarf stars), the higher-mass peak is much more pronounced. These predictions can be tested directly with observations in the near future. §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
In the conventional core-accretion scenario, formation of gas giant planets are formed as follows. Heavy elements in a protoplanetary disk condense into grains which form km-sized planetesimals. Through gravitational interaction and coagulation, planetesimals evolve into cores through runaway 1)-4) and oligarchic growth. 5 
)-7)
The cores' orbital eccentricity is effectively damped by their tidal interaction with the ambient disk gas. 8), 9) After the cores have swept up all residual planetesimals within a "feeding-zone width" ∼ 10 r H , where the Hill radius r H expresses the range in which the gravitational force from a planet exceeds that from a host star, their growth in the inner regions of the disks is stalled with an "isolation" mass. 5)-7) If a core attains the critical mass ∼ 10 M ⊕ where M ⊕ is an Earth mass, before the disk gas depletion, rapid gas accretion onto it is initiated, 10)- 13) and it transforms into a gas giant planet. This scenario for formation of gas giants is called "core-accretion scenario".
Since a core isolation mass increases with the surface density (Σ d ) of dusts (composed mainly of heavy elements) in protoplanetary disks, formation of gas giants would be favored in i) dust-rich environment and/or ii) massive disks. The prediction i) is consistent with the observational fact that for known extrasolar planets, their detection frequency increases with the metallicity of their host stars. 14), 15) The metallicity ∆Z * is defined by logarithm of the Fe/H ratio of the star scaled by the solar value. If fraction of other heavy elements is proportional to ∆Z * and disk metallicity is similar to their host star's metallicity, high ∆Z * implies a dust-rich disk.
Hence the observed trend is naturally accounted for by the core-accretion scenario.
On the other hand, the prediction ii) may be consistent with another observational fact that the detection frequency is much lower around lower-mass stars (M dwarfs) than around solar-type stars (G dwarfs). Observations of young stellar disks suggest that disk mass is on average lower around M dwarfs than G dwarfs. The lower disk mass could be responsible for the low planet-detection probability around M dwarfs.
We have developed an algorithm to simulate the kinematic properties of gas giants on the basis of the core-accretion scenario. 16) Using the model, the dependence of fraction of stars harboring planets that are detectable with current radial velocity survey (η J ) on stellar metallicity is quantitatively studied. 17) The predicted result is quantitatively consistent with the observation. The dependence of mass distribution of extrasolar planets on stellar mass is also predicted. 18) Around M stars, abundant Neptune-mass icy planets are predicted while gas giants are relatively rare. These icy planets start inward migration before full gas accretion, because of gap formation at relatively small planetary mass. In the vicinity of host stars where planets may stop migration, the mass for truncation of gas accretion is so small that the planets that have migrated avoid further mass increase due to gas accretion. Our theoretical prediction nicely accounts for a discovered short-period (2.6 days) Neptune-mass (21 M ⊕ ) planet orbiting around an M-dwarf (stellar mass M * = 0.4 M ) GJ436. 19) Unlike other Neptune-mass planets around G dwarfs, 55Cnc and HD160691, 15), 20) the planet around GJ436 is not associated with other gas giant planets that can affect the formation of the Neptune-mass planets. Our result suggests that dynamicallyisolated close-in Neptune-mass planets are abundant around M stars and GJ436b corresponds to one of these planets. Here, we summarize these results. §2. Model
Disk surface density
We carry out Monte Carlo simulations to predict distribution of mass and semimajor axis of extrasolar planets. 16)-18) Initial conditions of the Monte Carlo simulations are the semimajor axis (a) of planets and the dust and gas surface density (Σ g and Σ d ) at a in their nascent disks. For a given set of Σ g (a) and Σ d (a), we numerically compute the entire formation and migration sequence of individual cores and gas giant planets.
Since observational data of Σ g and Σ d over the relevant length scales (a few AU's) for planet-forming regions is not available, we scale their quantitative values with global factors f d and f g (for likely ranges of these factors, see below) as
where the compositional scaling parameter η ice is 1 inside the ice condensation radius (a ice ) and 4.2 outside it. The factor 4.2 is an enhancement factor due to icy dust condensation that is analytically estimated assuming the solar composition. 21) [Note that η ice outside a ice can be slightly smaller (∼ 3.0). 22) ] Assuming temperature distribution of optically thin disks, 21)
where L * and L are stellar and solar luminosity. The independent scaling factors h represents the dependence on stellar mass. Although direct estimates of disk mass both in gas and dust are difficult to obtain for the inadequate sensitivity of existing observational instruments, the disk accretion rateṀ can be inferred from the Hα line profiles 23), 24) such thatṀ ∝ M 2 * with a large dispersion. If the angular momentum transfer and mass diffusion time scale is insensitive to M * , we could infer h ∼ (M * /M ) 2 . In view of the large uncertainty in the data, we consider three possible dependence on M * ,
with n = 0, 1, 2. We adopt n = 2 as a standard case. The disk model that is empirically reconstructed from present the distribution of solid component of the planets in our Solar system, the minimum mass solar nebula (MMSN) model, corresponds to f d = f g = 0.7 21) with h = 1. However, a large range of dust and gas mass in a disk is observationally inferred. The observed gas transfer rate from disks onto classical T Tauri stars is ∼ 10 −7 -10 −9 M / yr 25) with inferred disk masses equivalent to 0.1 < f g,0 < 10, where f g,0 is f g before depletion (see below). Independent mm observations 26) show a similar range of f d . Here we assume that log 10 f g,0 has a Gaussian distribution centered at 0 with the dispersion 1.0 and upper cutoff at f g,0 = 30 (M * /M ). Disk with f g,0 > 30 (M * /M ) would be gravitationally unstable. 18) Since gas disk formation/evolution processes may not be significantly affected by metallicity of disks, which would be similar to that of their host stars, we assume the distribution of f g,0 is independent of stellar metallicity ∆Z * . In our model, the metallicity dependence is included only in the distribution of f d as
In young clusters, the fraction of stars with detectable IR 27) and mm continuum 28) from circumstellar disks around T Tauri stars declines on the time scales of 1-10 Myr. Although this decline may be due to dust growth and planetesimal formation rather than the depletion of heavy elements, 29), 30) the correlation between the intensity of mm dust continuum with the gas decline emission 31) and the UV veiling for ongoing gas accretion suggests that gas is depleted as the dust signature fades. The dust signature maintains up to 10 Myr also for disks around brown dwarfs. 32) So, in this paper, we assume exponential decay of Σ g as
for all stellar masses. For simplicity, we neglect gas replenishment onto the disk and any time variation in f d .
Planetesimal accretion to form cores
With prescription (2 . 1), the cores' mass at time t after the formation of the planetesimal disk is deduced to be 16) 
Since growth time scale is longer for larger M c , M c (t) does not depend on M c (0), as long as M c (t) M c (0). Note that we do not consider the change in a of the cores due to the radial migration.
Prior to severe depletion of disk gas, the cores' growth is stalled when they accrete all the planetesimals in their feeding zone with width ∆a 10r H . 5), 33) The core isolation mass is given with M c,iso πΣ d a∆a by 16) M c,iso 0.16η
(Note that the formula is modified when ∆a ∼ a. 16) ) In our simulation, growth beyond the isolation after significant gas depletion is taken into account. 16) 
Gas accretion onto cores
If a core mass exceeds M c,acc ∼ 10 M ⊕ before the disk gas depletion, sufficiently rapid gas accretion starts to transform a core into a gas giant planet as follows. Planetary atmosphere is no longer in hydrostatic equilibrium and gas accretion starts when M c exceeds 13) M c,hydro 10(Ṁ c /10
When cores attain the isolation mass, bombardments of planetesimals that are the heat source to support atmosphere vanish (Ṁ c ∼ 0). Then gas accretion onto the cores starts. However, the gas accretion is not dynamical contraction but is quasistatic Kelvin-Helmholtz contraction. The gas accretion rate is dM p /dt = M p /τ KH where M p is the planet's total (core plus envelope) mass. We adopt 17) τ KH = 10
The critical mass M c,acc for actual formation of gas giants corresponds to the value of M p for which τ KH ∼ a few τ dep . Equation (2 . 9) shows M c,acc ∼ 10 M ⊕ . From Eqs. (2 . 6) and (2 . 7), we find that, for sufficiently large f d , it is possible that M c becomes larger than M c,acc within τ dep at a = 1-10 AU so that gas giant can form readily.
Orbital migration
The gas accretion rate increases rapidly with M p . Such runaway gas accretion is terminated when the residual gas is depleted globally on timescale τ dep or it is severely depleted locally in the vicinity of their orbits due to gap opening. A planet induces the opening of a gap when its rate of tidally induced angular momentum exchange with the disk exceeds that of the disk's intrinsic viscous transport. 34) We assume that the orbital evolution of planets is locked to the viscous evolution of the disk gas (type II migration) when their mass exceeds ten times of the gap-opening mass,
where we used an equilibrium temperature in optically thin disks 21) and α-prescription for the effective viscosity ν, 35) in which T = 170(a/a ice ) −1/2 K and ν = αH 2 Ω K where α is a dimensionless parameter less than unity, H and Ω K are the disk scale height and Kepler frequency.
The migration rateȧ is given by a/τ mig with 16), 18)
where M J is Jupiter mass. We set a lower limit on τ mig at the disk viscous diffusion time scale τ ν = a 2 /ν ∼ 4 × 10 6 (α/10 −4 )(a/10AU) yrs. We adjust uncertainty in τ mig by the value of α, which is also uncertain, comparing with observational data. In order to reproduce period distribution of gas giant planets similar to that of observed extrasolar planets around solar-type stars, τ ν must be comparable to disk lifetime τ dep . 16), 17) Hence, the α viscosity in our model must be ∼ 10 −4 . Although the regions at 1-10 AU could be "dead zone" for MHD turbulence, 36) resulting in a very small α in these regions, the best fit value α ∼ 10 −4 may not necessarily reflect a realistic value because of rather simple assumptions for Σ g distribution and its exponential decay in our model. The planets' migration is terminated either when the disk is severely depleted or when they reach the vicinity of their host stars. We artificially halt the planetary migration at 0.04 AU.
Intermediate-mass planets with insufficient masses to open gaps also interact tidally with the disk gas. 37) In principle, any imbalance in the torque can lead to migration without gap opening. 38), 39) However, there are still uncertainty in the migration rate due to self-induced secondary instability 40) and that in even migration direction due to turbulence in the disk. 41), 42) We neglect the effect of the intermediate-mass planet migration in the present paper.
Truncation of gas accretion
The gap becomes locally severely depleted when the planets' Hill's radius exceeds the disk thickness 43) (times 1. 5 16
Planets with M p,trunc > M p > M p,mig migrate with the disk accretion onto host stars while continue to accrete gas, albeit at a reduced rate. 45) We use dM p /dt = M p /τ KH with Eq. (2 . 9) without a reduction factor for simplicity, because the reduction factor is quite uncertain and introduction of the factor does not affect the results significantly. Since gas accretion for M p > M p,mig is already very rapid (Eq. (2 . 9)), the reduction does not change total gas accretion time scale. Even for planets with M p < M p,trunc , gas accretion may be ultimately limited by the diminishing amount of residual gas in the entire disk. For our disk models, the maximum available mass is
In our calculations, when M g,noiso becomes smaller than M p , gas accretion is terminated.
In principle, multiple giant planets can start orbit crossing after their formation. 49)-51) As a result of the orbit crossing, one or two giant planets are ejected and the others remain in eccentric planets. The semimajor axis of an innermost remaining planet may be ∼ 1/2 of an innermost planet in original configuration. 50), 51) Since change in semimajor axis due to this effect is weaker than that due to the migration, we neglect interaction among multiple giant planets in this paper. However, modulation of semimajor axis and excitation of orbital eccentricity due to the orbit crossing are important. We will address this issue elsewhere.
Using these models, we carry out Monte Carlo simulations. For simplicity, we generate a set of initial a's of the protoplanets and τ dep with uniform distributions in log scale in the ranges of 0.1-100 AU and 10 6 -10 7 yrs. The assumed a distribution corresponds to orbital separations that is proportional to a, which may be the simplest choice. §3. Metallicity dependence
In this section, we summarize the results on dependence of planets on their host stars' metallicity, obtained by Ida and Lin (2004b) . 17) Here, we assume that stellar mass M * is 1.0 M , in order to focus on metallicity dependence. The stellar mass dependence will be discussed in the next section.
Solar metallicity case
Figure 1(a) shows the simulated distributions of M p and a of planets at t = 10 9 yrs (M p,final and a final ) after they have attained their asymptotic mass and gone through the initial migration due to their tidal interaction with their nascent disks, in the case of ∆Z * = 0 (stellar metallicity equal to solar metallicity). The observed distributions are plotted in Fig. 2 for comparison. The observational limits in the current Doppler survey, M p > 100(a/1AU) 1/2 M ⊕ , (around F, G, K dwarfs within ∼ 50 pc) are marked by dotted lines. The orbital period < 4 years is another limit.
A deficit of planets with an asymptotic mass M p = 10-100 M ⊕ and a < 3 AU (within a "planet desert") is apparent in Fig. 1(a) . This sparsely populated region is primarily caused by the runaway gas accretion onto cores with M p > 10 M ⊕ . As shown in Eq. (2 . 9), gas accretion becomes faster as M p increases. The cores with M p < 10 M ⊕ do not actually accrete gas and its mass stays at < 10 M ⊕ . On the other hand, once the core mass exceeds 10 M ⊕ , the planet mass increases by gas accretion and it further accelerates gas accretion, resulting in rapid growth to ∼ M p,trunc > 100 M ⊕ . The growth can be stopped between 10 M ⊕ and 100 M ⊕ , only in rare cases when the runaway gas accretion phase coincides with depletion of disk gas and M p meets M g,noiso that has decreased to below 100 M ⊕ . This "planet desert" divides the terrestrial (rocky) planet, gas and ice giant domains in the planets' masssemimajor axis distribution. Planetary migration generally sharpens the boundaries of the domains.
The cutoff at 0.04 AU in the planets' a distribution in our results may also be less abrupt and more consistent with the observed distributions if we adopt more relaxed inner boundary conditions. Many of giant planets may have migrated toward the vicinity of their host stars. 46) In our results, the ratio of the giant planets with a < 0.05 AU (hot Jupiters) to those between 0.1-1 AU is order of magnitude larger than its observed value. This discrepancy suggests that more than 90% of the hot Jupiters which migrated to the stellar vicinity are either consumed 47) or tidally disrupted 48) by their host stars. Figures 1(b) and (c) show that the normalized slopes of the a and M p distributions are almost independent of stellar metallicity ∆Z * . This is because they are determined by the ratio of disk depletion timescale to disk diffusion timescale (τ dep /τ ν ) and the core accretion model for gas giants, respectively. In these figures, we do not include planets stalled at 0.04 AU, since a large fraction of them may plunge into their host stars. Although the normalized distributions are independent of ∆Z * , we found that formation and retention rates of gas giant planets rapidly increase with ∆Z * .
We first describe how planet formation depends on f d and a, in order to account for the ∆Z * -dependence in the M p and a distribution, In a disk similar to the MMSN (f d = f g,0 ∼ 1), for a < a ice , the core growth is limited to M c,iso < M ⊕ . Although growth beyond isolation (up to ∼ M ⊕ ) is possible for terrestrial planets, it is attainable only after severe gas depletion. 33) At these regions, the core isolation mass is smaller than M c,acc such that the cores cannot acquire a massive gaseous envelope. In the outer regions well beyond a ice , although M c,iso > M c,acc , the timescale required for M c to reach M c,acc is longer than τ dep . The cores in these regions fail to accrete disk gas and evolve into ice giants, similar to Uranus and Neptune. In the disk similar to th MMSN, gas giants can form only slightly outside the ice boundary, in which the cores may acquire M c,acc within a few Myr and enter a rapid gas accretion phase prior to the global disk depletion. In massive disks (with f d > 5), however, M c,iso > M c,acc and gas giants can form even inside a ice (Eq. (2 . 7) ). On the other hand, in low-mass disks with f d < 0.5, M c < M c,acc everywhere in the disks and no gas giants form.
Enhanced formation of gas giants in metal-rich disks
Around metal-deficient stars, formation efficiency of gas giants is low because disks with sufficiently large f d are only at the tail end of the distribution (Eq. (2 . 4) ). Around the metal-rich stars, the efficiency is high because both dM c /dt and M c,iso increase rapidly with f d (Eqs. (2 . 6) and (2 . 7)) and M c,iso > M c,acc even interior to a ice . These account for the ∆Z * -dependence. In order to directly compare with the observed frequency of extrasolar planets, we plot in Fig. 3 the theoretical determination for fraction (η J ) of stars which bear giant planets detectable with the current Doppler survey, as a function of their metallicity. Here, the distribution of f d is the same as that in Figs. 1. For each f d , it is assumed that a's of planets increases by a factor of 1.6. We do not include planets stalled at 0.04 AU in the evaluation of η J .
The theoretical dependence of η J on stellar metallicity ∆Z * is consistent with observational results 14) (open circles in Fig. 3(a) ). We also did calculations with 
We found that η J does not depend on the choice of τ KH . 17) As long as τ KH has strong dependence on M p , even significant change in b results in relatively small change of M c,acc .
Although the absolute values of η J are slightly higher/lower (within a factor 2) for faster/slower (by a factor 3) core accretion model, the dependence on ∆Z * is similar. 17) If disk depletion is caused by viscous diffusion, the assumption that τ dep ∼ τ ν at ∼ 10 AU is reasonable. However, the observation of dense clusters suggests that gas depletion in protostellar disks is primarily driven by photo-evaporation 52) in these clusters, where a few massive stars contribute to nearly the entire UV ionizing flux. We also carried out the additional simulations with τ dep = 10 5 -10 6 yrs. In this case, formation rates of giant planets are lower, resulting in 2 times smaller η J . 17) But, η J is still an increase function of ∆Z * . This general agreement is a generic feature of the core accretion scenario and the assumption for f d and f g,0 . It may not arise naturally from the gravitational instability scenario for gas giant planet formation. 53) §4. Stellar mass dependence Next, we summarize the results on dependence of planets on their host stars' mass M * , obtained by Ida and Lin (2005) . 18) In this section, stellar metallicity ∆Z * is fixed to be 0 (solar metallicity), to focus on the M * dependence. In order to limit additional model parameters, we assume ZAMS mass-luminosity relationship, L * /L = (M * /M ) 4 , so that the M * dependence of various quantities that regulate planet formation is as follows: The results for solar-type stars (M * = 1.0 M ) are shown in the 4th panels. These panels show that most gas giants are formed just beyond ice boundary ( 2.7 AU) as already explained. If their mass M p exceeds M p,mig and there is adequate residual gas in the disk (f g is still large enough), they would migrate to the vicinity of their host stars on timescale τ mig (Eq. (2 . 11) with Eq. (2 . 5)). Although most gas giants are formed at a > 2.7 AU, a few giant planets are formed in inner regions and migrate to the vicinity of their host stars. For a < 0.7 AU, τ mig for cores which can migrate is shorter than their τ KH . Hence, they migrate inward without accreting gas. Termination of migration allows low-mass planets (formed at a < 0.7 AU in relatively massive disks) to grow through gas accretion to their asymptotic mass M p,trunc 30 M ⊕ at the stalling location which is set to be 0.04 AU. Thus, the final mass of close-in planets with a initial < 0.7 AU is 30 M ⊕ regardless of truncation mass M p,trunc at the original locations a initial . At a stall = 0.04 AU, they cannot accrete large amount of gas because the aspect ratio of their nascent disk at 0.04 AU is so small that they induce clear gap formation at M p as small as 30 M ⊕ .
Planets formed at a > 1 AU attain M p > 20-30 M ⊕ before they acquire the mass to start migration, M p,mig (Eq. (4 . 4) ). With this critical mass, τ mig > τ KH . Hence, the planets accrete enough gas up to ∼ M p,trunc before significant migration. Since M p,trunc decreases with decrease in a (Eq. (4 . 5)), when they arrive close to their host stars, their M p may be > M p,trunc so that they would not acquire any additional mass. Thus, the final mass of close-in planets with a initial > 1 AU is ∼ M p,trunc at their original locations a initial . At even larger radius (> 10 AU), the time scale for the emergence of cores with M p > M c,acc or isolation is comparable to or longer than both τ mig or τ dep . Although they may acquire M p > M c,acc ∼ 10 M ⊕ , it occurs through merges of residual embryos after the gas depletion, so that these planets generally do not migrate extensively.
Less massive stars
The results with M dwarfs with M * = 0.2 M and 0.4 M are shown in the 1st and the 2nd panels. These stars are not only most numerous but they also contribute most to the initial stellar mass function. In our prescription, Σ d ∝ M 2 * . As a result, core growth is slower and their isolation mass is lower around lower mass stars. These effects prevent formation of Jupiter-mass, as shown in Figs. 4 . This result is consistent with very low detection probability of Jupiter-mass planets around M stars and confirms the conclusion reached earlier. 54) However, in our prescription, the ice boundary is located at a ice 0.11 AU for M * = 0.2 M and a ice 0.43 AU for M * = 0.4 M (Eq. (4 . 1)). Nearly all the cores formed around these low-mass stars are mostly composed of ice. The increase in Σ d due to ice condensation enables cores to accrete gas in inner regions in relatively massive disks, although disk mass as a whole is low around the low mass stars. Because of relatively small a, core accretion is relatively fast. These effects enhance M c,hydro , which prevents gas accretion (see Eq. (2 . 8)). Around the low mass stars, the necessary condition for the onset of type II migration is satisfied for relatively low planetary mass ∼ 10 M ⊕ (Eq. (4 . 4) ). Once the planet opens up a gap, gravitational perturbations from the cores prevent additional planetesimals from reaching the cores and their growth is quenched. 55), 56) The termination of bombardment by residual planetesimals makes M c,hydro lower to start gas accretion onto the cores. However, τ mig in such inner regions in relatively massive disks is shorter than the gas accretion time scale τ KH . As a result, the planets migrate inward without significant gas accretion. Gas accretion occurs after they stop migration at 0.04 AU, where M p,trunc ∼ 10 M ⊕ . Thus, the final mass of close-in planets with a initial < 1 AU is ∼ 10 M ⊕ regardless of truncation mass M p,trunc at the original locations a initial . Only a few planets formed in relatively outer regions (a > 2 AU) start gas accretion before migration to acquire > 100 M ⊕ .
Mass distribution function
In Fig. 5 , theoretically predicted mass distributions are plotted. Since it is expected that most of close-in planets may fall onto their host stars, we plot the distributions of close-in planets, reducing the amplitude N by a factor 10. For comparison of the amplitude between close-in and distant planets, uncertainty in this calibration is noted.
The mass distribution of close-in (with a final < 0.05 AU) planets generally has two peaks at about Neptune mass and Jupiter mass. The lower-mass peak takes the maximum frequency for M dwarfs. Around more massive stars solar-type stars (G dwarfs), the higher-mass peak is much more pronounced. As explained above, these are because planets tend to undergo type II migration after fully accreting gas around G dwarfs while they tend to migrate faster than gas accretion and gas accretion is quenched at ∼ 10 M ⊕ in inner edge of disks around M dwarfs. For stars with M * = 0.6 M (K dwarfs), the higher-mass peak is still more pronounced than the the lower-mass peak. The abrupt transition between the higher-mass and the lower-mass peaks occurs at M * ∼ 0.5 M , A short-period (2.6 days) Neptune-mass (21 M ⊕ ) planet is found to be orbiting around an M-dwarf (M * = 0.4 M ) GJ436. 19) Our result suggests that such close-in Neptune-mass planets are abundant around M stars. Neptune-mass planets have been also detected around 55Cnc and HD160691. 15), 20) Since these stars are G-type stars, if the result of Fig. 1 is applied, the probability of formation of such planets is very low although it is not zero. Unlike GJ436, there are three additional Jupitermass planets around 55Cnc and two additional ones around HD160691. In the system of 55Cnc, sweeping mean motion resonance associated with migration of the giant planet 57), 58) presently at 0.1 AU could bring rocky embryos/planetesimals to the vicinity of the host star, so that a Neptune-mass rocky planet could accrete in situ. On the other hand, in the system HD160691, sweeping secular resonance associated with disk gas depletion, 59), 60) could bring rocky cores/planetesimals to inner regions. In the present paper, we do not include such interactions. We will present elsewhere details. In the system of GJ436, however, no additional Jupiter-mass planet has been found. Our model accounts for formation of the isolated Neptune-mass planet around an M star.
The mass distribution for close-in planets around G dwarfs has a peak at ∼ 10 3 M ⊕ . This distribution is more enhanced near ∼ 10 3 M ⊕ than that observed. The effect of post formation star-planet tidal interaction, which has not been taken into account in our model, may have caused the demise of a majority of the close-in planets, in particular massive planets. 17), 48) For relatively distant planets (0.1 AU < a final < 1 AU), the frequency of planets observable with current Doppler survey is significantly smaller for M stars than for K, G and F stars. For G and F stars, a paucity of planets at M p = 20-100 M ⊕ is clearly shown. These quantitatively confirm the discussion before. For K stars, the paucity is less clear than for G and F stars, which may be consistent with observational data (Fig. 2) .
More massive stars
For M * = 1.5 M , the range of a where gas giants are formed is more extended (the bottom panel in Fig. 4 ). This arises primarily because the disks around more massive stars have relatively large Σ d . In this case, M c,acc (the core mass required for rapid gas accretion) can be attained before gas depletion even at large a. However, larger a ice in this case leads to slow core growth beyond the ice boundary. Thus, most gas giants have cores composed of silicates and iron but not icy cores, in contrast with gas giants around lower mass stars. The very large a ice also leads to less efficiency of formation of gas giants in the range of a few AU to 10 AU than that around G stars, although gas giants form in broader range of a. As a result, η J for F stars is rather smaller than that for G stars (Fig. 3) , although the difference is within a factor 1.5. The similar fraction within a factor 2 among K, G and F stars shown in Fig. 3 is consistent with the observation. 61) Strong winds and jets from further higher mass stars (A, B stars) may decrease τ dep , which reduces formation rate of gas giants. It is not clear how much the fraction of massive stars with gas giant planets is reduced. We will address planetary formation around massive stars elsewhere. §5. Summary and discussion Observational discovery of extrasolar planets is advancing rapidly. We now have sufficient amount of data to carry out statistical characterization of planetary properties. We have carried out Monte Carlo simulation using the deterministic planet formation model developed by Ida and Lin (2004a) 17) and the observationally inferred distribution of disk mass, in order to predict the distributions of mass (M p ) and semimajor axis (a) of extrasolar planets.
Using the simulated M p -a distributions, we find that the formation probability of gas giant planets increases rapidly with the metallicity of their host stars. Our model quantitatively accounts for observational correlation between stellar metallicity and the fraction of stars harboring giant planets that are detectable with the current Doppler survey. 14) Using the simulated distributions, we also predict the mass function of close-in planets around stars with various masses, in particular, lower masses than the solar mass, because its origin is determined by the delicate balance of various processes and they are the most conspicuous companions of nearby stars. Although many (> 90%) planets which once migrated to the proximity of their host stars may be eliminated, 17) we can compare the mass distribution of close-in planets among around stars with various masses. If the elimination factor is taken into account, rough comparison is also possible between close-in and more distant planets. We found that the mass distribution of close-in planets generally has two peaks at about Neptune mass and Jupiter mass. The lower-mass peak takes the maximum frequency for M dwarfs. Around F, G and K dwarfs, the higher-mass peak is much more pronounced. These are because planets tend to migrate faster than gas accretion around M stars, while they tend to undergo type II migration after fully accreting gas around higher-mass dwarfs. Around M dwarfs, the formation probability of gas giants is much reduced. The relatively low Σ d prevents the emergence of sufficiently massive cores prior to the severe depletion of gas in their nascent disks, which is consistent with observational data and previous theoretical consideration. 54) Unless the termination location of planetary migration is a decreasing function of M * , close-in Neptune-mass planets around M dwarfs are easier to detect than those around G dwarfs. Since the luminosity of M dwarfs is weak, the ice boundary is located well inside 1 AU. The dynamically-isolated, close-in, Neptune-mass ice giants around M stars are formed at around 1 AU but outside the ice boundary and their cores are primarily composed of volatile ices. Planets which migrated to the stellar proximity with masses in the range of 5-15 M ⊕ may acquire, in situ, a limited amount of additional gas, but gas accretion is immediately quenched by gap formation because of small aspect ratio of the disk in the proximity of the host star. Because these planets compose mostly of icy material and M stars' luminosity is relatively weak, they may have water-vapor atmosphere and water ocean. 62) The spin of planets may be tidally locked to orbital rotation, which may make the global climate of these planets complicated. It is important to study "habitability" of these planets in more details, because these planets are observable with current Doppler survey.
Our results provide supporting evidences for the core-accretion scenario and they suggest that the detection of gas/ice giant planets may be used to infer the presence of rocky planets around the same host stars. "Habitable planets" which can retain liquid water on their surface may have 0.1 M ⊕ < M p < 10 M ⊕ and a ∼ 0.8-1.5×(M * /M ) 2 AU. 63) The results in Figs. 1(a) and 4 indicate that the frequency of "habitable planets" could be comparable to or more than that of detectable giant planets, although some fraction of the habitable planets may be destabilized by migration and orbital crossing of giant planets. Through comparison with observational data for extrasolar giant planets, we can place constraints not only on the dominant mode of planet formation but also the range of physical quantities which determine their growth and migration rates. 16)-18) The predictions for extrasolar terrestrial planets will be more reliable by the calibration of the theoretical model with the observational data for extrasolar gas giant planets.
